
Accelerating the hospitality industry’s recovery

Improved online booking experiences

Don’t risk losing high-value guests

—optimize conversion at every stage of the payments 

funnel with simpler, frictionless tools. Create custom 

checkout flows, offer more flexible ways to pay with 

localized payment methods, and boost acceptance 

with Stripe’s machine learning technology.  

Increase productivity across the portfolio

Manage all your properties & venues from a single dashboard, while allowing them control & adaptability. Maintain 

control of compliance, payment facilitation & pay-outs of revenues, commissions & fees, saving hours of manual finance 

and operational work.

Create new revenue opportunities

All revenue matters, from meetings, dining, in-room, 

parking, ancillaries, retail & more. Trial new 

innovation in minutes with a unified platform to 

manage payments, unlock new revenue streams 

and surpass guests’ expectations. Trial paid-for 

loyalty tiers, or buy-now-pay later options, all in an 

adaptable interface for non-technical professionals.

Up to 7% conversion increase

26% reduction in fraud

15% of declines saved

6.7% revenue uplift
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stripe.com/contact/sales

Or contact your account executive

Get all the tools you need to build a unified experience and accept payments 

online, in-person, and around the world.

Optimize booking conversion with Checkout + Elements

Use hosted checkout flows, embeddable UI components, and variable payment methods to drive revenue.

Decrease fraud and recover declines with the power of Radar & Adaptive Acceptance  

Rely on ML technology to reduce chargebacks and lower decline rates with automatic card updater. 

Integrate payments seamlessly into your platform with Connect  

Manage funds between multiple partners, instantly route across borders, and specify your earnings.

Offer guests local payment methods with the Global Payments & Treasury Network

Accept payments in 195 countries with local and alternative payment methods while staying compliant.

Automate taxes on your Stripe transactions with Tax 

Calculate and collect sales tax, VAT, and GST with one line of code or the click of a button. 

Turn guests into repeat subscribers with Billing 

Unify payments and billing to decrease churn, test new pricing, and create repeat, high-value customers. 

Accept in-person payments with Terminal 

Create omnichannel experiences that improve efficiency and customer insights.

Stripe powers payments for hotels in all the top chains. Key global partnerships include 


